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A 9-Piece groove oriented band exploring Afro-Cuban, Brazilian, Reggae, Funk  Beyond. All laid on a bed

of Pop in 3 Languages. Enticing Rhythms, tight arrangments  good songwriting. 13 MP3 Songs WORLD:

World Fusion, LATIN: General Details: "My people." A phrase that is part of every person's language...

"My people." For some, it means family; for others, it represents the tribe or gang. But as we forge ahead

in our collective destiny, we search for a broader meaning, such as 'nation' (the love of an ideal,

contained by land). In the world of human alchemy, there is no magic more powerful than music. It is the

fluid expression of body and soul in complete surrender: Of the artist. Of the audience. Of the Gods... And

here is Ghandaia. The name says it all: Celebration (in Portuguese). One of those rare bands that bridge

the gap between this world and the world to come. A band that expands the definition of "my people"

toward a global vision, and invites us to rejoice in the cosmic secrets that each Earth-bound culture

brings. To witness Ghandaia live, does not mean to simply attend a concert, as much as it means being

part of a ritual, and feeling that levity of soul which takes us to another plane where real celebration lives.

From its humble roots, Ghandaia has encompassed a synergy of musical infusions that span Funk,

Reggae, Afro-Cuban and Samba, wrapped-up in Rock, with lyrics that caress the heart and stimulate the

mind. Their message is one of peace; of communion. The fruit of their fusion is a powerful music that

transports...that incites...that inspires...that seduces. I challenge you to elevate your soul. I invite you to

enjoy, to dance and celebrate with Ghandaia, and to redefine the meaning of "my people." Antonio Arias

Mxico City, January, 14th, 2003.
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